JANUARY 2011 STATUS UPDATE

Implementation of
The Working
Roundtable
on Forestry’s
Recommendations
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The Working Roundtable on Forestry was formed in March
2008. The Working Roundtable’s 19 members brought a
diversity of perspectives and experience to the task of identifying
key issues, opportunities, and recommendations to ensure a
strong, vibrant, sustainable forest industry in British Columbia.
They held meetings in 19 communities around the province and
considered over 250 submissions from individuals, communities,
First Nations, forest companies and associations, organized
labour, environmental groups and citizens.
On March 9, 2009, the Working Roundtable on Forestry released
its report and consensus on a vision, six key priorities, and 29
recommendations directed at all forest sector stakeholders
to achieve “a vibrant, sustainable, globally competitive forest
industry that provides enormous benefits for current and future
generations and for strong communities.”
The Working Roundtable made it clear there is no one entity
that can solve the problems of the forest industry in British
Columbia. While the provincial government holds a leadership
role in stimulating dialogue and action, all parties must work to
advance a common vision.
This third status update is meant to provide information on key
actions the Province of British Columbia is taking to advance
the priorities set out by the Working Roundtable. The Ministry
of Forests, Mines and Lands is pleased to receive feedback
on what other forest sector stakeholders are doing to address
the Working Roundtable’s recommendations and priorities.
Feedback can be provided to the Ministry of Forests, Mines and
Lands, 3rd Floor, 1520 Blanshard Street, Victoria BC V8W 3K2,
e-mail: For.Minister@gov.bc.ca
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VISION:
BRITISH COLUMBIA HAS A VIBRANT, SUSTAINABLE, GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE
FOREST INDUSTRY THAT PROVIDES ENORMOUS BENEFITS FOR CURRENT AND
FUTURE GENERATIONS AND FOR STRONG COMMUNITIES.

PRIORITY #1:
A COMMITMENT TO USING WOOD FIRST
Desired Outcome:
• British Columbians are proud and supportive of forestry’s
role as an essential element of the future green economy
and their livelihoods
• Wood and wood products are the first choice and a
preferred product in construction, interior design and daily
living

Recommendation #1 - We should continue to inform
British Columbians and forest product consumers about the
beauty, carbon friendliness, economic and other benefits of
British Columbia’s forests and forest products.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) Forestry Innovation Investment Ltd. (FII) developed a new
comprehensive online resource -- www.naturallywood.com
-- to communicate to markets around the world that B.C.
is a supplier of high quality, environmentally responsible
forest products. It provides facts on wood as the green
building and manufacturing material of choice for
everything from homes and public buildings to furniture,
fencing and paper. This site is also a portal to B.C. forest
industry associations and companies to help customers
research wood products.
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b) Published the paper: Generating More Value from Our Forests
-- a vision and action plan to help position British Columbia as
a world leader in innovative and higher-value uses for wood.
The plan is online at www.for.gov.bc.ca/het/valueadded/
c) The Province showcased B.C. wood as an innovative and
climate-friendly material in the construction and design
of 2010 Olympic Games’ venues and facilities, including 23
podiums made from 18 different wood types.
d) B.C. forest products and the environmental benefits of using
wood products were featured to international audiences
at the Shanghai World Expo 2010, May 1 to Oct. 31, 2010,
through the Canada and Vancouver pavilions.
e) The Province, through FII, helped fund over 20 global trade
events promoting the benefits of using wood and linking
potential buyers in Japan, South Korea, the U.S. and China with
B.C. manufacturers of commodity and value-added products,
including the 6th and 7th annual Global Buyers Missions in
Whistler.
f) FII and the BC Forestry Climate Change Working
Group published Tackle Climate Change: Use Wood
(Canadian Edition) to highlight the climate-friendly and
environmental attributes of wood products.
g) FII and COFI jointly created and distributed a resource kit
to intermediate and secondary school teachers on climate
change and our forests.
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h) Wood Works BC, a member of the Wood Enterprise
Coalition (also see Recommendation 17) has held many
events for design professionals to increase awareness of
opportunities to incorporate wood into building design
and construction. Events include: education seminars,
tradeshows, wood design luncheons, and workshops
including the “Building and Living with Wood” forum held
in Whistler in September 2010 as an adjunct to the Global
Buyers Mission.

Recommendation #2 - All taxpayer supported
buildings in British Columbia – federal, provincial and
municipal – must, and private sector buildings should, utilize
and demonstrate wood and wood products whenever and
wherever possible.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) Wood First legislation was enacted in October 2009 to
require all provincially owned or provincially funded
buildings to use wood first as their default building
material, inside and out.
b) Government is developing a best practices framework for
Wood First procurement, design and construction, and
wood use requirements are now included in procurement
documents for provincially funded buildings.
c) The Province is working with local governments to
encourage council resolutions and bylaws to support Wood
First. Twenty-seven local governments have now passed
bylaws, policies or Wood First resolutions.
d) The Province established the Wood Enterprise
Coalition (also see Recommendation 17) to support the
implementation of the Wood First initiative. Goals of the
coalition include communicating of the benefits of using
wood, and supporting implementation of Wood First
policies and construction.
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e) The Province has engaged the support of Wood Works
BC (as Wood Enterprise Coalition partner) to promote
the adoption of Wood First resolutions and provide design
assistance to communities who wish to pursue innovative
wood designs in their building projects.
f) BC Building Code changes in April 2009, allowing for
six-storey wood frame construction (from four storeys)
have resulted in 68 new projects using wood frame
construction, which would have previously been steel and
concrete.

PRIORITY #2:
GROWING TREES, SEQUESTERING CARBON,
AND ENSURING THAT LAND IS AVAILABLE
FROM WHICH TO DERIVE A RANGE OF FOREST
PRODUCTS
Desired Outcome:
• We get the best value and range of products from our
investments on the land base
• We attract private investment in forests
• We have a secure commercial forest land base

Recommendation #3 - We should review forest
management and silviculture practices to ensure that they
encourage maximum productivity, value and support forest
resilience.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) Released the discussion paper Growing Opportunities: A
New Vision for Silviculture in BC. Information sessions
and focus groups were held with ministry staff, industry,
academia, and First Nations As well, the Ministry of
Forests, Mines and Lands and the Parliamentary Secretary
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for Silviculture are consulting with the forest industry,
communities, First Nations and stakeholders regarding
potential aspects of a new silviculture framework for B.C.
b) In 2009/10, the Ministry of Forests, Mines and Lands
redesigned its Land-Based Investment Strategy to focus
investments on those silviculture investments that would
produce the greatest timber volume per hectare in areas of
the province where timber supplies are most important.
c) Ministry of Forests, Mines and Lands staff are examining
ways of incorporating learnings from Innovative Forestry
Practice Agreements, results-based Forest Practice Code
pilot projects and other forest estate planning projects
into a new timber supply area-wide strategic planning
framework.
d) Analysis of potential investment incentives identified by
stakeholders shows that forest carbon has the greatest
potential for incenting investment. A draft Forest Carbon
Offset protocol was released for review and comment in
November 2010. As well, the government-industry Forest
Sector Climate Action Steering Committee is working on
two pilots to investigate forest carbon offset protocols in
Tree Farm Licence 25 and the Kamloops Timber Supply
Area. Modelling of carbon benefits is expected to be
completed by the end of March 2011.
e) Scientists are examining a variety of silviculture treatments
to determine the best options for improving wood quality,
growth and value.

Recommendation #4 - We should encourage the
Western Climate Initiative to include forests in the
identification of cap and trade opportunities for carbon
credits.

Actions Completed/Progress
The provincial government and Pacific Carbon Trust released
a draft Forest Carbon Offset protocol for public review and
comment in November 2010.
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• The protocol will guide the design, development,
quantification and verification of B.C. forest carbon offsets
from a broad range of forest activities on private and public
land. Project areas could include: afforestation, reforestation,
improved forest management, avoided deforestation/
conservation, and consideration of carbon stored in
harvested wood products.
• The protocol will ensure that forest carbon offsets developed
in B.C. meet domestic and international quality standards.
• The Western Climate Initiative Offsets Committee will
need to evaluate and adapt existing offset forestry protocols
before they become WCI-approved protocols and suitable
for compliance in the regional cap and trade program.
• Forestry activities to be examined for possible Western
Climate Initiative offsets include: afforestation,
reforestation, forest management, forest preservation/
conservation, forest products, and urban forestry.
• The B.C. government representative to the Western Climate
Initiative helped develop the B.C. draft forest offset protocol.
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Recommendation #5 - We should enable the
establishment of short rotation fibre plantations.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) In 2009, the ministry established five plantations in the
Vanderhoof, Prince George, Fort St. James, Nadina and
Okanagan-Shuswap forest districts with six more planned
for the North Island-Central Coast, Campbell River and
Kamloops forest districts for 2010/11. These plantations
have the potential to supply fibre for industries, such as
bio-energy, in the short-term.
b) The suitability of several tree species for short rotation fibre
and energy production is being evaluated.

Recommendation #6 - We should establish a Carbon
Offset Credit program for restoration of forests killed by the
Mountain Pine Beetle where credits could be purchased.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) The Ministry of Forests, Mines and Lands is developing
a policy to identify suitable areas and encourage private
investment on Crown land affected by the mountain pine
beetle and other natural disturbances.
• The projects are expected to be carried out under
voluntary offset systems for corporate social responsibility.
• A pilot project is being developed to resolve criteria and
policy for future projects.
• The Forest Carbon Offset Protocol includes reforestation
and improved forest management activities as suitable
project types that could be applicable to restoration
projects in areas affected by the mountain pine beetle.

Recommendation #7 - We should establish commercial
forest reserves for key portions of the current forest land base
where wood production will be a primary focus.
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Actions Completed/Progress
The Ministry of Forests, Mines and Lands is working with
a variety of forestry stakeholders on the framework for
commercial forest reserves. Discussions have looked at which
areas could have the highest potential for a commercial forest
reserve, such as those with favourable terrain, proximity to
mills, areas where there are no species at risk or protected
areas, and in locations that respect First Nations interests. A
commercial forest reserve could ultimately cover about five
million hectares, about the same size as the Agricultural Land
Reserve.

PRIORITY #3:
CREATING A GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE,
MARKET–BASED OPERATING CLIMATE
Desired Outcome:
• A cost-competitive jurisdiction that attracts capital
• A predictable business environment
• Leading edge forestry businesses

Recommendation #8 - We should work to streamline
transactions between government and industry to support
a vigorous, efficient and world-competitive wood processing
industry.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) Harmonizing the provincial sales tax with the federal goods
and services tax to lower costs for business and enhance
competitiveness; this change is expected to save the B.C.
forest sector $140 million annually.
b) Regular government-industry Operational Issues Forums in
forest regions have been established to focus on continuous
improvements to industry competitiveness.
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c) Legislative changes in Spring 2009 allow consolidation
of woodlot licences and reduce paperwork; the ministry
continues to work with the Federation of BC Woodlot
Associations to streamline woodlot administration.
d) Regulatory changes to the Tree Farm Licence Management
Plan Regulation in November 2009 streamline
administrative costs associated with licence replacement for
government and industry.
e) The Ministry implemented cruise-based billing policies for
the mountain pine beetle-killed timber in the Interior on
July 1, 2010. This change simplifies the billing processes,
reduces costs and is expected to improve utilization of this
lower value timber.
f) BC Timber Sales is testing ways to improve efficiency,
utilization, and minimize the waste of timber through a
new innovative Timber Sale Licence. This lump sum licence
relies on the combination of cruise-based billing and a
bonus offer instead of the more common scale-based/bonus
bid format.
g) A pilot project testing the use of unmanned scale sites is
underway with sites in Fort St. John and Williams Lake. The
results will be reviewed.
h) Pilot project for one cutting permit for woodlots began in
spring 2010 to simplify permit administration for woodlot
licences. Each woodlot licence holder would only need
to apply for one four-year cutting permit that covers the
harvesting area specified in the woodlot management plan.
Within the term of the cutting permit, the licence holder
would need to apply for a block level permit as harvesting
occurs. The block level permit would have reduced spatial
data requirements and streamlined approval process.
Results from the pilot will be evaluated in 2011.
i) A December 2010 change to the Allowable Annual
Cut Administration Regulation streamlines tenure
administration in situations where the Minister deletes
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Crown land from a tree farm licence as a result of the
Forestry Revitalization Act. The amendment automatically
decreases the AAC of the affected TFL and simultaneously
increases the AAC of the respective Timber Supply Area by
the same amount as specified in the Minister’s Order.
j) Government staff are looking at developing a new Resource
Road Act to streamline resource road administration
(single act versus six), improve cross-sector cooperation
regarding road use and standardize obligations of industrial
and commercial road users based on the principles of
professional reliance and results-based legislation.

Recommendation #9 - We should offer competitive bid
timber sales as area-based sales and review our timber pricing
system to ensure it is as simple and transparent as possible.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) Provided tabular rates on timber pricing to Woodlot
Licences as of December 1st, 2008.
b) Implemented MPS-A for the Interior on July 1, 2010, which
created a simpler, more transparent means of pricing
Crown timber and continues to ensure licensees pay
market value.
c) Implemented stand as a whole pricing/cruise based billing
for mountain pine beetle-impacted forests on July 1, 2010.
This removes cost barriers to recovering the lower value
portions of the harvested stand where a market exists that
can cover the incremental costs of delivering that wood.
Amendments to the Forest Act to allow this were made in
November 2009.
d) New Innovative Timber Sale Licences (lump-sum, areabased timber sales), introduced in September 2008, have
offered over 13 million cubic metres to the market.
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Recommendation #10 - The provincial government
and Union of British Columbia Municipalities should work
with industry to ensure municipal tax structures support
competitiveness and industrial activity in British Columbia
communities.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) The Province has substantially cut property taxes on major
industrial properties and has reduced the school tax rate for
all major industrial properties by $60 million.
b) Several municipalities, including Campbell River, Castlegar,
Nanaimo, Powell River and Revelstoke have reduced their
industrial tax rates.

Recommendation #11 - Establish labour arrangements
that advance productivity and support competitiveness and
investment while maintaining good working conditions and
an adequate standard of living.
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Actions Completed/Progress
Unions and industry are working to reduce costs and improve
competitiveness in specific operations.

Recommendation #12 - We should clearly define
compensation rules for agreements between government and
licensees, and in particular, what constitutes a taking of rights
awarded through agreements and how compensation levels
will be assessed.

Actions Completed/Progress
The Ministry of Forests, Mines and Lands is working to
identify improvements to section 60 of the Forest Act that will
clearly define compensation rules for agreements between
government and licensees.

Recommendation #13 - We should establish clear
competition policies to guide the transfer of tenure between
licensees.

Actions Completed/Progress
Two studies were commissioned from two leading forest
economists:
• A report authored by Dr. Richard Schwindt from SFU
provides guidance in the interpretation of Forest Act
Section 54. The report also provides a framework to
give stakeholders greater clarity of how forest sector
transactions would be considered to unduly restrict forest
sector competition in B.C.
• Dr. Harry Nelson from UBC prepared a report on
Mergers and Competitive Advantage in the BC Forestry
Sector. The report examines 1) whether a company’s size
leads to better efficiency or ability to compete in global
markets; and 2) whether holding a greater portion of
tenure increases efficiency and competitiveness.
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The Ministry of Forests, Mines and Lands is reviewing the
recommendations from both reports.

Recommendation #14 - We should respond to the
urgent needs of business, workers and communities during
the current global economic downturn.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) The three-year $189-million Community Development Trust
has assisted more than 9,000 resource workers with transition,
training and job opportunities.
b) The federal Forestry Labour Force Development Program
(that ended September 2010) provided funding for logging
contractors to upgrade their skills. More than 200 selfemployed fallers and contractors took advantage of the
program, and over $400,000 was invested in forestry
contractors on the coast and in the northern interior.
c) WorkBC is the Province’s comprehensive action plan to
address skills shortages while preparing for continued
long-term term economic growth and success. The plan
focuses on five strategic action areas:

• Keeping the workforce in B.C.
• Developing the skills of our existing workers
• Increasing the labour market success for aboriginal
people
• Attracting and recruiting new workers
• Addressing regional skills shortages
d) The B.C. government has reduced personal income taxes to
attract and retain skilled workers; B.C. now has the lowest
personal income tax in Canada for people earning under
$118,000.
e) The B.C. government’s Community Business Loans Program,
expanded from the Forestry Community Business Loans
Program, supports the diversification of rural economies,
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innovation in private sector enterprise, and the creation of
new employment opportunities. The program will provide
repayable, interest-bearing loans of up to $150,000 to small and
medium-sized businesses from loan pools totalling $31 million.
f) From 2008 to 2010, the B.C. government provided $20 million
and the federal government $10 million over two years to
improve travel conditions on Forest Service roads that serve
as crucial transportation links for rural communities and
recreation sites.
g) As part of the Pacific Gateway Strategy, the province invested
$30 million in the $170-million Phase I expansion of the Port
of Prince Rupert.

PRIORITY #4:
EMBRACING INNOVATION AND
DIVERSIFICATION
Desired Outcome:
• Increased production of next generation forest products
• Reduced reliance on the U.S. market
• Company/firm growth and diversification
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Recommendation #15 - Advance bioenergy and
biofuel projects by creating competitive tenure and pricing
frameworks to attract private sector investment.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) Amended Forest Act in March 2008 to allow:
• Minister to offer non-replaceable forest licences to holders
of energy contracts with BC Hydro.
• Scaling by the tonne instead of cubic metre, therefore
allowing for chipping and grinding at roadside.

• Combining Innovative Timber Sale Licences and
Forests for Tomorrow to improve the economic viability
of low-value dead pine stands for alternative products.
b) The ministry has completed a strategic analysis to assess
the availability of fibre to help locate potential bioenergy
projects for interested investors.
c) In 2011, government will implement the receiving licence
which will alllow a tenure holder to accept the cut-control
charges for wood purchased from another tenure holder to
allow biomass consumers to acquire fibre without getting
into the timber harvesting business.
d) As a result of the 2010 Clean Energy Act:
• Consequential amendments to the Forest Act and Wildfire

Act were made to reduce the barriers to third parties
wanting access to residual fibre for bioenergy purposes.
• Changes were made to the scaling provisions of the
Forest Act to encourage utilization of low-grade timber
and wood waste for bioenergy. Previously only timber
could be scaled, but under the changes, bioenergy
products such as wood chips and hog fuel also can be
scaled by weight. The amendment also allows for scaling
to take place at harvesting or production sites in addition
to scaling stations. With the introduction of stand-asa-whole pricing, cruise-based billing, roadside hog fuel
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processing will occur concurrently with primary sawlog
harvesting thereby removing major logistical and cost
barriers.
• The Ministry implemented cruise based “stand-as-awhole” pricing and billing policies for forest stands
impacted by the mountain pine beetle on July 1, 2010. This
model removes cost barriers to recovering the lower value
portions of the harvested stand where a market exists that
can cover the incremental costs of delivering that wood.
e) BC Hydro’s Bioenergy Phase 2 call resulted in 13 proposals
for more than 400 mega watts of aggregate capacity and
3,300 GWh per year of firm energy.

Recommendation #16 - We should establish a Wood
Innovation and Design Centre focused on bringing together
builders, architects, designers, artists and engineers to
advance the commercialization of value-added wood building
and design products.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) UNBC is developing a proposal for the Wood Innovation
and Design Centre including programming and
infrastructure attributes. UNBC is assessing potential
locations for an iconic building to house the Wood
Innovation and Design Centre.
b) Forestry Innovation Investment Ltd. contributed $500,000 to
UNBC in early 2009 to support establishment of the centre.

Recommendation #17 - Create a forum to identify new
wood based product and market opportunities.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) A Business Innovation Partnership has been established
to combine the expertise of the leading value-added
industry association (BC Wood Specialties Group) with
that of the key agencies in the wood products development
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area (FPInnovations-Forintek Division and the Centre for
Advanced Wood Processing at UBC). With 2009/10 funding
of $1.22 million from FII and $675,000 through Western
Economic Diversification Canada, the new partnership is
delivering a range of capacity-building services to the valueadded sector, including product development and design,
technology transfer, and sales and marketing support.
b) The Province has worked with Natural Resources Canada
and Canada Wood Council to select and fund projects to
demonstrate innovative wood use in new building projects.
c) Other specific wood-based activities include:
• Developing new opportunities through FPInnovations’
BC Coastal Hemfir Initiative and via FII-funded
laminated structural products research;
• Identifying new product opportunities from mountain
pine beetle-attacked wood (products such as engineered
strand lumber and cross laminated timber);
• Developing new engineered wood products, with a focus
on research that moves product from ‘proto-type’ to
commercially viable; and
• Promoting a stronger pulp and paper sector with research
to support new product opportunities with innovative
products such as nanocrystalline cellulose (NCC).
d) U.S., Canadian and B.C. governments are working with
researchers and industry associations to support the
commercialization of cross laminated timber. The Wood
Enterprise Coalition is hosting a Cross Laminated Timber
Symposium in February 2011.

Recommendation #18 - We should continue to diversify
forest product markets with particular emphasis on emerging
markets such as China, ensuring that marketing efforts are
sustained, coordinated and based on what end users want.
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Actions Completed/Progress
a) Forestry Innovation Investment (FII) continues to promote
wood frame construction in China, Korea, and the nonresidential sector in Japan, as well as exports of value-added
products and B.C. timber species for landscaping in China,
Japan and Korea. FII invests over 70 per cent of countryspecific market development funds in Asian markets, with
almost 60 per cent going to China-based activities.
b) In 2010/11, between the federal government, provincial
government and industry associations, over $14 million is
being spent on programs in China.
c) In 2011/12, FII expects to complete the final projects under the
$8-million Canada B.C. Wenchuan Earthquake Reconstruction
program to rebuild public facilities in the area of China
devastated by the May 2008 earthquake. FII will also focus
on an affordable housing demonstration project in Shanghai,
the building of a 4-5 storey wood frame demonstration project
in Tianjin in collaboration with the Chinese Ministry of
Housing and Urban-Rural Development, and a multi-storey
demonstration project in Hebei Province.
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Recommendation #19 - We should be proactive in
exploring ways to ensure wood fibre is available for industry
growth and product diversification while respecting tenure
holders’ rights.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) BC Timber Sales is selling mountain pine beetle-attacked
wood through Innovative Timber Sales Licences and forestry
licences to cut.
b) Introduced the Forest Licence Regulation in March 2008 to
allow the Minister to set categories to restrict bidding of nonreplaceable forest licences so that new tenure opportunities
can be targeted for new products or industry growth in
specified sectors.
c) As part of government’s commitment to improve utilization
and cut red tape, staff have streamlined the permitting process
for small-scale salvage applications. Small-scale salvage
opportunities provide jobs for about 1,600 people, with the
majority of wood salvaged being sawlogs for local mills. Smallscale salvage is also expected to contribute to the future
growth of British Columbia’s rapidly emerging bioenergy
sector.
d) As a result of the 2010 Clean Energy Act, consequential
amendments were made to the Forest Act to enable
government to issue orders about how logging waste should be
used. The Minister can prevent a primary harvester from not
burning logging waste.
e) Advanced the “receiving licence” concept, which involves a cut
control transfer to incent long-term forest tenure holders to flow
low-value fibre to independent power producers and others.
f) Fibre Connections BC has established a network of fibre
officers across the province able to assist investors in
connecting with fibre opportunities. It provides a broad
source of fibre information for domestic and international
investors. Fibre officers are also fielding questions from
investors and directing enquiries to the best source.
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Recommendation #20 - We should increase the
percentage of fibre that is available through competitively-bid
timber sales.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) BC Timber Sales is working to maintain their existing
volume allocation for competitively-bid timber sales and
actively pursuing partnerships with other tenure holders
to increase the total volume of competitively-auctioned
sales. BC Timber Sales has entered into two co-operative
management agreements with First Nations and is in active
discussions with others.
b) In cooperation with the Interior Lumber Manufacturers’
Association and other Interior licensees, BC Timber Sales
has established a process to allow Interior licensees to offer
eligible cutting permit cutblocks to auction under timber
sales, which will increase the number of competitively
auctioned timber sales in key species such as Douglas fir
and cedar.

Recommendation #21 - We should develop an internetbased wood market.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) Forestry Innovation Investment Ltd. maintains a webbased data base of some 900 B.C. suppliers of solid wood
products, through which anyone around the world can find
precisely the kind of wood products he or she is looking for.
b) Work is underway to strategically review existing tools and
scope out needs and implementation issues.

Recommendation #22 - Logs that are surplus to British
Columbia manufacturing needs should be exported until local
manufacturing capacity exists. The surplus test currently in
use should be reviewed to ensure it is rigorous.
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Actions Completed/Progress
a) The ministry and the expanded Timber Export Advisory
Committee have reviewed the surplus test and are satisfied
that it works.
b) The Log EXemption Information System (LEXIS) is being
tested by the Ministry of Forests, Mines and Lands. With
LEXIS, applications for exemption and permits will be
made on-line, through a website. The new process will
reduce administrative costs and application times and is
targeted to be operational in early 2011.

PRIORITY #5:
SUPPORTING PROSPEROUS RURAL FOREST
ECONOMIES
Desired Outcome:
• Communities continue to benefit from forestry

Recommendation #23 - We should expand the
Community Forest Agreement Tenure Program.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) In Spring 2009, legislation eliminated the need for fiveyear probationary agreements for community forest
agreement holders and set the minimum initial term at 25
years, which improves the ability of licensees to develop
operations, clients and financing.
b) Community forest agreements continue to be awarded
as per the three-year strategy established in August 2007,
with seven new agreements issued in 2009, and two new
agreements issued in 2010, and another three communities
invited to apply.
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c) The Ministry of Forests, Mines and Lands is working
with the British Columbia Community Forest Association
to explore ways to further expand the Community
Forest Program; including identifying potential
partnership opportunities with BC Timber Sales (also see
Recommendation 20).

Recommendation #24 - British Columbia forest policies
should reflect the unique forest attributes and socio-economic
circumstances in different parts of the province.

Actions Completed/Progress
a) Introduced Forest Licence Regulation in March 2008 to
allow the Minister to set categories to restrict bidding
of non-replaceable forest licences so that new tenure
opportunities can be targeted for new products or industry
growth in specified sectors.
b) The Northwest B.C. Forest Coalition formed in summer 2009.
c) A 2010 amendment to the Forest Act to extend the
timelines for innovative forestry practices agreements will
allow government and licensees to further explore these
agreements’ potential for increasing timber supply.
d) Introduction of the new Forestry Service Providers
Protection Act in April 2010 by enabling a fund and
providing for liens on forest products to ensure that logging
contractors will be protected financially.
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PRIORITY #6:
FIRST NATIONS BECOMING FULL PARTNERS
IN FORESTRY
Desired Outcome:
• First Nations are full partners in forestry

Recommendation #25 - We should create more longterm, area-based forest tenures that are of an economically
viable size, and create legislation for a First Nations forest
tenure.

Actions Completed/Progress
Amendments were made to the Forest Act in 2010 to allow
for the creation of a new area-based tenure – a First Nations
Woodland Licence. Supporting regulatory amendments are
underway.

Recommendation #26 - Revenue-sharing with First
Nations should be proportional to the value of timber
harvested in their respective territories instead of being
calculated on a per capita basis.

Actions Completed/Progress
The new Forest Consultation and Revenue Sharing Agreement
was created in 2010 which provides revenue-sharing based on
harvesting activity, as opposed to population.

Recommendation #27 - We should encourage business
and First Nations to become full partners in forestry
businesses, in particular in emerging areas of opportunity
including biofuels, bioenergy, carbon and reforestation.
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Actions Completed/Progress
a) As of January 13, 2011, 172 First Nations had access to
harvest over 55.6 million cubic metres through direct award
agreements and have been provided over $243 million in
revenue-sharing.
b) BC Timber Sales has developed a strategy that encourages
business-to-business relationships with First Nations, including
signing a co-operative management agreement with Taan
Forest Products Ltd., wholly owned by the Council of Haida
Nation.
c) In December 2009, the province signed reconciliation
agreements with the Haida and with the Coastal First Nations,
both – for the first time ever – include commitments to share
revenues from forest carbon offsets.

Recommendation #28 - We should strive to build capacity
among First Nation governments, First Nation forest corporations
and First Nation forestry institutions to achieve full participation
in forest activities.

and
Recommendation #29 - We should collaborate with First
Nations to involve First Nations youth in forest employment
opportunities.

Actions Completed/Progress
Many of the actions that support Recommendation #28 also
support Recommendation #29.
a) The ministry participates on UBC’s First Nations Council
of Advisors on the development of aboriginal forestry
professionals and aboriginal community forestry.
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b) The ministry with Western Economic Development
Canada is funding the $1.2-million First Nations Forest
Sector Technical Program to help First Nations involved in
forestry develop forest-related businesses.
c) During 2009/10, the ministry engaged Forest Education
BC to promote forestry within First Nations and other
communities as a career opportunity.
d) The ministry participates on a forestry recruitment team,
which includes a focus on Aboriginal youth, led by the
Association of BC Forest Professionals, with participation
by the Truck Loggers Association, UBC, and others with
forest sector recruitment interests.
e) Wildfire Management Branch continues to focus on hiring
and training Aboriginal firefighting unit crews.
f) Community Development Trust Tuition Assistance
Program provided $300,000 for a seven-week life skills
program that delivered forestry career training for 20 First
Nations youth.
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION ON
THE WORKING
ROUNDTABLE
ON FORESTRY
PLEASE VISIT
GOV.BC.CA/FOR
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